
 

 

Helen Lamont 
Royal Mail 
185 Farringdon Road 
London 
EC1A 1AA 
 
12 February 2015 
 
Dear Helen 
 
OVERSEAS LETTER POST SCHEME- INTRODUCTION OF NEW INTERNATIONAL 
LETTERS FORMAT 
 
The Consumer Council for Northern Ireland is pleased to be able to offer 
comments on Royal Mail’s proposed amendments to the Overseas Letter Post 
Scheme.  
 
Royal Mail has proposed the introduction of a new International large Letters 
format that directly mirrors the domestic large letter format (353mm x 250mm 
x 25mm); and has made provision to correct a minor error in Royal Mail 
Overseas Post Scheme in relation to pricing zones for Royal Mail’s International 
Economy Service.  
 
In general, we welcome Royal Mail’s work in this area and believe that these 
amendments are sensible in the light of changes to the way consumers use the 
postal service and the feedback you received from consumers that the price 
disparity between the two existing categories of international letters and 
parcels, was cost prohibitive.  



 

 

Whilst the proposed introduction of an International Large Letter format could 
expectantly bring consistency and improved clarity for customers, previous 
research carried out by Consumer Focus1 demonstrated large gaps in 
consumers’ knowledge about Royal Mail’s products and product features.  We 
would therefore encourage Royal Mail to demonstrate how it will communicate 
and raise the profile of these changes with their customers and Post Office 
Limited as it’s contracted retail agent.  
 
The Consumer Council is mindful that following previous amendments to the 
domestic Inland Letter Post Scheme2 concerns were raised around the cost 
reflectivity between domestic and international products. We would have 
found it useful to be provided with a demonstration of how the proposed 
format will impact on international postal tariffs, however we appreciate at the 
time of consultation these were commercial sensitive.  In the absence of this 
information, we would urge Royal Mail to consider the full spectrum of their 
postal tariffs to ensure the tariffs are not only affordable but cost reflective to 
all UK consumers. 
 
Whilst we appreciate that the price of postal products does not form part of 
this Postal Scheme consultation and we are mindful that certain pricing 
freedoms have been given within the Universal Service product portfolio, we 
would advise Royal Mail to consider the introduction of any new postal formats 
and subsequent pricing tariff concurrently.   
 
If unfavourable international pricing tariffs are set by Royal Mail, customers in 
Northern Ireland, particularly those in border areas may choose to seek more 
propitious postal tariffs through the An Post postal network in the Republic of 
Ireland.  This would obviously have a negative impact on the Royal Mail’s local 
provision and sustainability of the Universal Service Obligation within this part 
of the UK.  
 
If you have any queries regarding any of the issues raised, please don’t hesitate 
to contact me on 028 90675042. 
 
Yours Sincerely  

 
Kellin McCloskey 
Head of Policy (Postal Services) 

                                                           
1
 Consumer Focus (2012) Getting the most from the post? – Consumers’ knowledge of Royal Mail’s products; 

available at http://bit.ly/XIeVAd 
2
 Royal Mail (March 2013) Proposal to amend the Inland Letter Post Scheme in relation to Universal Service 

packets and parcels, and compensation levels for loss and damage  

http://bit.ly/XIeVAd

